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T o p i c : - "ROL^ OF NATIONAL COOPaIR >TIVS U.^ TION IN PR0M0TI!J3 
COOPiPRATIVE EDUCATION TRAINING AND RSS^SARGH PROG-
RAMME IN INDIA" 
G^NJISIS AND jiVOLUTION : 
The National Cooperative Union of India can trace its 
origin back to 1929 when the A$l India Cooperative Institutes^ 
Association was established under the presidentship of the 
luminous cooperative leader Mr. Lallubhai Samaldas, About 
twenty years later in 1949 the Indian Provincial Bank's 
Association which had come in to being at the same time, 
merged with the All-India Cooperative Institutes' Association, 
and because of the amalgamation of All-India Cooperative 
Institutes' Association and the Indian Provincial Banks' 
Association, Indian Cooperative Union came into existance. 
Its name was changed in the year of 1951 from All-India 
Cooperative Institute to All-India Cooperative Union and 
still later to National Cooperative Union of India. 
03J£CTI7J;S : 
The main objective of National Cooperative Union is 
"to consolidate and develop the cooperative movement in 
India to educate, to guide, to assist and cooperate the 
u^ 
peopla in their efforts to build up and spread the domain cf 
cooperatzive sector; and to provide services as an exponent 
of cooperative openion,accordance with basic cooperative 
principles". In furtherance of this principal objective, 
the Union may either by itself or in collaboration with 
other cooperative institutions: 
(i) Organise cooperative education and training 
programmes and popularise the principles and 
practice of cooperation, 
(ii) Develop inter-cooperative relationship and 
help the functioning of the cooperative 
movement in various sectors as a coordinated 
system; 
(iii) Organise, conduct, collaborate, assist and 
cooperate in carrying out research investi-
gations of projects on important cooperative 
problems; 
(iv) Arrange for the production and publication of 
1iterative and audo-visual and other aids 
including filmi-strips on cooperation and 
related subjects ; 
(v) Give publicity to the achievements of cooperatives 
through periodicals, journals, pamphlets, brochures 
books, films, broadcasts and the like for creating 
cooperative movement. 
(vi) . Maintain an information bureau and a Library. 
(vii)i Express opinion on matters of cooperative policy 
and act as the accredited representative of the 
Indian Cooperative Movement in the national and 
international spheres; 
(viii) Convene aid hold the National Cooperative Congress 
and Cooperative Seminars, meetings conferences 
exhibitions; etc. 
(ix) delect delegates, representatives and observers on 
behalf of the Union for participation in the Intern-
ational, National and State Conferences; 
(x) Facilitate the promotion of Cooperative Institutions 
and assist the member-societies in resolving their 
problems and difficulties and formulation o-^  programmes 
and their implementation. 
M£M3iiaiSHIP : 
?he National Cooperative Union has the character 
of a National confederation of cooperative of India, Any 
cooperative organisation of state level or national level 
can become a member of Union because its membership is open 
to all national and state level cooperative organisations 
as well as multi-state cooperatives. 
As on 31st May, 1984 the membership of the Union 
consisted of 16 national level cooperativs organisations 
and 159 state cooperative institutions as per details given 
below : 
NATIONAL ORGANISATIONS : 
(1) National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing 
Federation of India Ltd, (NAFED) 
(2) National Federation of State Cooperative 3ante 
Ltd. 
(3) National Federation of Cooperativ»=' Sugar 
Factories Ltd. 
(4) National Cooperative Consumers' Federation 
Ltd. 
(5) National Cooperative Land Development Banks' 
Federation Ltd. 
(6) All India Federation of Cooperativ=' Spinning 
Mills Ltd. 
(7) Indian Farmers Fertilizer Cooperative Ltd. 
(8) National Cooparative Housing Federation Ltd. 
(9) National Federation of Industrial Cooperative 
Ltd. 
(10) National Heavy Engineering Cooperative Ltd. 
(11) National Federation of Urban Cooperative Banks 
and Credit Societies Ltd. 
(12) Petrofils Cooperative Ltd. 
(13) National Federation of Fishermen's Cooperative 
Ltd. 
(14) Krishak iharati Cooperative Ltd, 
(15) National Cooperative Tobacco Growers Federation 
Ltd. 
(16) National Federation of Labour Coooeratives Ltd. 
and other organisations. 
STAI'S LJVSL O.^GANISATIOW : 
State Cooperative Union?/ 25 
Stat^ Cooperative Land Development 15 
3anks, 
Stat2 Cooperative 3anks 19 
Apsx Marketing i'ederations 22 
Apex Housing Federations 14 
State Federation of Consumers' Cooperative 14 
Apex Handloom Weavers' Societies 5 
Others ..... ..... 26 
Multi Unit Cooperative Societies 7 
Urban Banks and Banking Federation/ 8 
Associations 
Tribal Cooperative Federations 4 
F U N D S : 
The bye-laws of the Union provide for the following 
recurring sources of income : 
(a) Annual Subscription of varying .amounts from 
various types of member institutions; 
(b) One per cent of profits/surplus of member 
institutions subject to ceiling of Rs. 25,000/-
in case of national cooperative business fede-
rations and Rs. 7,500/- in case of others; and 
(c) 50 per cent of the receipt in Education Fund 
with the State Cooperative Unions subject to 
ceiling of Rs. 5,000/-
In addition, the source of income of the Union is a 
printing press. The Union derives income from a printing 
press which is owned by it. A certain amount of income 
comes through the publications including periodicals and 
journals. Government is also to provide some sort of 
assistance to the Union on tapering basis. 
Every year the Union through its National Council for 
Cooperative Training, incurs sizeable expenditure on train-
ing of cooperative personnel both institutional and govern-
mental. This expenditure is being met almost entirely by 
grant in aid from the Government of India. 
There are more than 120 million members in the Union 
and these members representing the Union function through 
its Governing Council elected once in three years by the 
General 3ody consisting of delegates of member organisations 
and individual membership. The functions of the Government 
Council has been executed through the iixecutive Committee and 
various functional Committee as may be constituted from time 
to time. rha President is the whole sole authority and the 
head of the organisation. The President of the Union is 
responsible for implementation of the resolutions or steadiness 
of the General 3ody and the Governing Council. He is supported 
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by the Chief ilxecutive who operates through various functional 
divisions of the :\lational Cooperative Union of India (NCUl) 
Office, 
MAIN ACTIViriES 
Main activities for National Cooperative Union are broadly 
divided into the following categories : 
Cooperative Education 
The National Cooperative Union of India monitors Coop-
erative Education of members, prospective members and office 
bearers of cooperative societies in princioles and practice 
of cooperation. The programme is implemented by the State 
Cooperative Unions. In respect of primary agricultural 
cooperatives, this programme is at presenL being implemented 
through nearly lOOO peripatetic conducted another special 
programme of aaucation for women and youth. In view of the 
growing needs of the diversification of cooperative sector, 
the Union has also sponsored educational projects for various 
ssctors of th3 movement namely industrial cooper=^tives; 
handloom cooperatives; fishery cooperatives; consumer coope-
ratives. 
COOPiiRATIVE TRAINING : 
The National Cooperative Union provides training of 
cooperative employees, both institutional and departmental. 
It is one of the major tasks of NCUI. This is being disch-
arged through its special standing committee known as National 
Council for Cooperative Training. This Council is consti-
tuted by the Union with the approval of the Government of 
India and consists of representatives of various interests, 
viz. non-official cooperative leaders, administrators of 
cooperative training programme, experts in the field of 
training programme and experts in the field of training 
and management. 
The cooperative training structure in the country comp-
rises, three tiers. There are 86 cooperative training centres 
Ir^— • 
J^ all over India for junior category of cooperative 
personnel and 17 cooperative training colleges^for catering 
the training requirements of intermediate personnel. At 
the apex level there is National Institute_of cooperative 
Management at Pune for looking after the needs of senior 
personnel. The National Council for cooperative Training 
Administers the National Institute as well as the coopera-
tive colleges. In respect of junior cooperative training 
centres, the Council is playing a vital role in coordina-
tion and academic guidance. 
The National Cooperative Union has taken a number of 
steps to spread, enlarge and diversify the cooperative 
training programmes. The programmes conducted at thr? colleges 
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include foundation courses in cooperative banking, cooperative 
audit, marketing, consumer cooperative management and land 
development banking. 3esides, short term orientation/func-
tional courses in various sectors of cooperative movement 
are also conducted. 
The cooperative training facilities have been provided 
by the National Council for Cooperative 'Training of the 
Union are not confined to personnel from India alone. Nearly 
50 Afro-Asian countries also avail of these trainina facili-
ties every year under various international technical assis-
tance programme^ 
NATIONAL CiSNTRg FOR COOPERAnVE EDUCATION : 
To build up and to accelerate the functional efficiency 
of cooperative educators, the Union has set up National 
Centre for Cooperative Education. The Centre also manages 
some courses for cooperative educational instructors and 
non-official leaders of the cooperative movement. 
R.JSEAi^CH STUDIES, CONFi^^jINC^S AND SJIMINARS : 
One of th ^  major tasks to which Union is paying mor3 
attention is the undertaking of research studies relating 
to specified problems of the cooperative development. 
Particular policies and programmes which are of an inter 
11 
sectoral character, are being increasingly taken up because 
it is absolutely indispensable in order to develop the coop-
eration or to remove the specified problems, which are dangling 
around. The policies and programmes cf an inter-sectoral charac-
ter relate to matters such as taxation, inter-cooperative 
relations, social justice through cooperatives. The Union 
has established a national level Research Coordination and 
Direction Committee_to formulate and express clearly the 
definite form and the policy directions for research purposes 
in the subject of cooperation as well as to coordinate its 
research activities with other academic institutions. To 
motivate scholars and academicians to undertake research in 
the subject of cooperation the Union provides a few research 
fellowships both for doctoral and post doctoral research. 
Apart from undertaking jfetudies the Union time to time 
holds confare^nces and seminars on either zonal or functional 
basis. 
The Union periodically convenes the Indian Cooperative 
Congress which is th' highest forum of the Indian Cooperative 
iMovement to review and examine critically the progress and 
policies relating to cooperative development in the country. 
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The Union has established a ''National Library-cum-
Documentation Centra in order to suoport the research 
activities. This centre acts as a clearing house for 
providing information ralating to various aspects of 
cooperative movement. 
COOPziRATIV^ PUBLICATIONS, PU3LICirY AND PUBLIC lliJLATIONS 
One of iha crucial tasks of the Union is to project 
ci oroper image ot the Cooperative Movement. In order to 
maintain the image of t he cooperation the Union undertakes 
publication and distribution of a variety of cooperative 
literature. It published three journals, Namely : The 
Cooperator, a pupular illustratedfDrtnight journal compri-
sing cooperative news and views; Indian cooperative Review, 
a quarterly cooperative research journal; and the Coope-
rative Law Journal, a quarterly reporting on court 
judgements relating to cooperative casas. Apart from the 
journals, the Union also brings out publications on selected 
subjects from time to time. 
The National Council fiar Cooperative Training of the 
National Cooperative Union of India also publishes text books 
for the use of trainees of various training programmes as well 
as other students of Cooperation. 
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other notable image building activities of the Union 
include cleberation of all India Cooperative week throughout 
the country from 14th to 20th November every year; organisation 
of cooperative exhibitions and film shows; establishment and 
promotion of effective rapport with the press etc. to educate 
public opinion in favour of the cooperative movement and to 
motivate people's participation/ in it. 
The National Cooperative Study Forum has been consti-
tuted by the Union which holds meetings.time to time at 
New Delhi. Prominent cooperators, both from with in and 
outside the country, address the forum members on achievements 
and problsms of the cooperative movement. 
INTERNATIONAL COOPJRATIVg ALLIANCE : 
One of the areas in which the Union has a prominent 
role is that of Intarnational Cooperative Relations. These 
are both multilateral and bilateral in character. As far 
as multilateral relations are concerned, the Union holds, on 
oehalf of the Indian Cooperative Movement,collective membership 
of International Cooperative Alliance. 
The Union has established close links with various 
Inter-governmental organisations such as, ILO for convening 
of seminars/conferences etc. 
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in recent years, the Union developed tormal bilateral 
relations with the counter oarts in a number of countries. 
2he organisation of IPFCO (Indian Farmers Fertilizers 
Cooperative Ltd.) also owes its existance to the bilateral 
relations develop*=>d between the National Cooperative Union 
of India and the Cooperative League of U.S.A. 
In recent years, the Union had signed protocols with 
its counterparts from USA, USSR and German Democratic Republic, 
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, etc. These protocols envisage a 
host of activities in the sphere of education, training, intern-
ational trade etc. 
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C H A P T S R - I I 
coop^'KArivi; JIDUCATION-ROLS OF NCUI : 
Th3 word "education" has a vary wide connotation like 
the proverbial elephant and the blind men, i.e. a biologist, 
a priest a philosopher, a psychologist a statesman, a teacher, 
a shopkeeper, a merchant, an artisan seems to h^ve his own 
concept of education which is influenced by his own outlook on 
life and his past experiences in a limited field. 
"3y Education I mean an all round drawing out of the 
best in the child and man body. mind and spirit",, ,, . .v 
Education means enabling the mind to find out that ultimate 
truth which emancipates us from the bondage of the dust 
and gives us the wealth, not of things but of inner lights 
not of power, but of love, making the truth its own and giving 
expression to it. (Tagore) Vivekanand was of the view that 
"iJducation is manifestation of devine perfection already 
existing in man". Plato was of the view that "Education 
developes in tho body and in the soul all the beauty and 
all the perfections which he is capable of". 
According to William H. Kilpatrick, "From the broad 
point of view, all life thought-fully lived is Sducation". 
iiducation includes all tha influences, social, cultural, 
political, domestic, geograpnical etc, Jven the soil, 
climate and surroundings educate us. 
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cooPi^aATivj: i;DUc ^TION PROGRAT^ IME OF NCUI : 
Hembars are as integral and most valuable part of any 
cooperative venture. The well educated and enlightened members 
are the part and parcel for the growth and development of 
cooperative movement. Kaeping this in view efforts have boen 
made by the movement to educate more and more members in the 
principles and philosophy of cooperation. 
This task entirely depends upon the National Cooperative 
Union of India which is implementing cooperative education 
programme through out the country with the active involvement 
and assistance of State Cooperative Unions. There are at 
present only 800 Education Instructors emoloyad under the 
programme and the membershto of cooperative which today stands 
at above 14 crores. d^/en if instructors are emoloyed aoainst 
all the sanctioned oosts-1100 the number will still be inade-
quate. An Instructor is sur)oosea to educat-* 1,75,000 members 
which is extremely ridiculous. 
In such tyoe of situation, there i'; n^ doubt that 
government's help is needed and it must increase its supoort 
in education programmes becaus'^  it is after all the govern-
ment that uses cooperatives vjry often to implement its prq^r 
raiTunes ^ f^e the movement must^hare the responsibility.^ The 
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movement is strong enough to bear it. Only the cause has to 
bs taken .more seriousness and sincerity. Actually the modern 
cooperative movement is the outcome of the educational and 
organizational efforts made by groups of service minded people 
in order to satisfy their special and economic needs. This 
was made possible only when much of the cooperative thinking, 
learning and organizational activities took olace. 
fiducation-cum-action programme at the inter family level 
can further accelerate the process of orv-going cooperative 
learning in the right direction. iJducation activities success-
fully undertaken by the cooperative movements of advanced 
countries like Denmark, Sweden, Japan etc. For the coopera-
tivisation of families specially belonging to working class 
are good examples of adult, youth or cShildren's family 
education. 
All cooperative movements have their broad aims and 
functions viz. developing, sustaning and reproducing themselves. 
Self learning and cooperative education of cooperators is 
pre-condition and an essential ingredient in any development 
effort in the field of cooperation. Education of the people 
has therefore, been considered as a most basic and essential 
principle of cooperation. 
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If we want people's development on cooperative lines 
education is a must, Education should therefore, be widely 
accepted as a basic value for cooperative movement. Just as 
life long education is basic for hu-nan survival and develop-
ment, similarly cooperative education is basic for cooperation. 
Cooperation comprises a set of human values and education is 
one (may be the most basic one). 
EDUCATIONAL ST^UCTURS : 
Though changes have taken place in the organization, 
structure and even outlook of cooperatives in certain direc-
tions, unfortunately there have not been significant changes 
in the outlook of cooperatives/ Jo far as education and 
Training are concerned. H.^ mber Education and training are 
still considered as external activities* which should be perfor-
med not by the individual cooperatives themselves either by 
their federal structures or by the government. 
So far as cooperative eaucation was concerned, some 
of the assumptions were that ; 
«^(a) Cooperative Education is not an external activity 
but should be an integral activity of the concerned 
cooperatives themselves completed by external 
support. 
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(b) Cooperative i'ducatlon should not be dependent 
on the funds created out from the profits, 
but that each cooperative should provide 
sufficient funds in its annual budget for 
education. 
(c) Approach to cooperative education should be an 
integrated one, involving not only the member 
but also the members of his family and house-
hold; and also various cooperatives like* 
banking Cooperatives* the Federal Unions could 
all work on the integrated basis. 
(d) Each cooperative should set up its own machinary 
for member relations and member education, by 
either creating special committees or appointing 
special officers or a combination of these to 
ensure that education is a continuous^ pjrocess. 
(e) i^ very attempt should be made to increase the 
involvement of women in the learning orocess. 
(f) The process should be able to throw uo the 
much needed leadership which would ensure 
better performance by the cooperatives. 
iilducation is important for any activity or programme 
especially the one designed for the development of masses 
and promotion of their economy. Cooperative Movement being 
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people's movement, the need of educating all kinds of its 
functionaries including cooperative leaders and members. 
The over all aim of cooperative education may be to change 
the way of knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviour of 
cooperative personnel, in such a way that they together 
contribute to improve the business of their cooperatives 
and their own socio-economic standards. Cooperative educa-
tion programmes, includes, training in management and technical 
skills, broad understanding and recognition of cooperative 
philosophy and objectives, 
SIGNIFICANCE OF EDUCATION t 
One of the former Presidents of International 
Cooperative Alliance Henry W.Wolff was of the view that, 
"Sound Cooperation without education in the forefront is 
unthinkable. Of education cooperation was/Zba^ bfe^ ^ and to 
education, (l€\must tend". 
The reasons why cooperative education is a fundamental 
princioles are many. In the first place, the fact that 
success of cooperative business directly depends upon the 
education of its members. Cooperative education intends 
to achieve set objectives. Members become aware of the 
role in cooperative which ensures success. 
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Another reason wny cooperative education is fundamental 
princiole is that, it ensures democratic functioning of coop-
eration meaningful. In tha woras of James Madison, an 
American Publicist, "to put the affairs of the peool"? in the 
hands of the oeople without first educating the people is 
an introductory event to a treigedy.** 
AIMS OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION : 
The alxn of cooperative education is to increase the 
knowledge of the members about : 
tiheir organisation; 
the principles on which it is founded; 
- the means and methods to be adopted for reali-
sation of the objectives; 
their role in the development of Cooperatives; 
and their social and economic betterment. 
Mimber education is necessary for strengthening the 
leadership of cooperatives. In the words of a Canadian 
Cooperator, "'.wherever you find flourishing cooperatives, 
giving good services over a period of years, you always find 
a loyal band of devoted men and women giving leadership. 
They are the ones who go on with their regular occupation 
and at the same time and during spare hours acting on 
committees, serving as office bearer and otherwise giving 
22 
voluntary services for the cooperative Society. These men and 
women are the back bone of the Cooperative Movement". 
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CHAPTZ:R - III 
APPROACHES TO EDUCATION 
Cooperative education is of paramount importance for 
the Cooperative Movement. First of all, the organisation 
and functioning of a Cooperative Society is a task that 
calls for a certain amount of tecjirdcal knowledge^ A basic 
grounding in cooperative theory, knowledge of parliamentary 
procedures and a clear understanding of the socio-economic 
environment within which a cooperative society operates are 
the necessary ingredients for the success of the Cooperative 
Movement, A cooperative Society is an organisation of persons 
who join together voluntarily to achieve a desired social and 
economic goal which they cannot attain individually. In 
developing countries, the level of education of members is 
low and their awareness of affairs in general is limited, 
because they belong to a stratum whose poverty or social 
position has not allowed them to take advantage of the school-
ing facilities that exist. Although the specific approaches 
tor the dissemination of cooperative education and the contents 
thereof would, obviously, oe determined by the purposes for 
which a Cooperativ Society is formed and by the particular 
audience towards which an educational scheme is directetJ, it 
must be emphasizedthat every measure of cooperative education 
confers a number of 'capital' benefits upon cooperators. It 
heightens their consciousness, enables them to articulate 
problems and provides them with the mental equipment with 
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which to solve these problems; it makes them consider the 
social and economic issues that impinge upon their everyday 
lives and, in the process, lifts them out of their narrow 
environment and makes them increasingly responsive to the 
large social and economic changesthat take place within a 
country. A noted Swedish cooperator, H.jjlldin, observes? 
("If we had occasion to start our Movement afresh and if we 
were given the choice between two possibilities that of 
starting without capital but with enlightened membership 
staff or, on the contrary,that of starting with a large 
amodnt of capital and ill-informed members our experience 
would incline us to choose the first course." 
3ut the Cooperative Movement, once it attains a 
certain stage of development, cannot confine itself only 
to educating its own ranks. It operates withing an 
existing socio-economic framework and if it has to succeed 
in a dynamic sense, it must constantly enlarge the number 
of its sympathizers. In other words, the Movement must 
interpret its ideology and asoirations, its techniques and 
achievements to the public at large and thus create an 
environment in which it can take upon itself an ever 
increasing number of tasks that are socially and 
economically useful. 
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Cooperative Movements in all parts of the world 
recognize the importance of education within the cooperative 
Movement in India is now about ^ xty years old^ .systematic 
attempts at cooperative education and training were taken 
in hand only recently. A beginning in cooperative training 
facilities on a coordinated all-India basis was made as late 
as in 1953, when the Central Committee for Cooperative 
Training was constituted, and cooperative education work 
- 1 I Z. 
was started only six years ago. This lack of education and 
training for a long time has been one of the important 
factors responsible for the indifferent functioning and 
winding up of many Societies, andalso for the failure of 
the Cooperative Movement as whole to penetrate into the 
social and economic life of its members and to make any 
significant impact on the national economy. It may not be 
out of place here to draw attention to the fact that nearly 
53 per cent of the Societies organised during 1904 to 1934 
ware either cancelled or were on their way to liquidation 
by 1934, iiven today the bulk of the Societies are to be 
found in C,D and ^ audit classes which shows that the 
movement is far from healthy. 
Cooperative education may be envisaged for the 
following categories of personnel :-
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(i) staft of the Cooperative Departments; 
(ii) staff of various types of Cooperative Institu-
tions at the primary, district, state and 
apex levels; 
(iii) msmbers of various types of Coooer-atives; 
and 
(ivj elected managing committee members of Cooperatives, 
This publication, however, deals with cooperative 
education of members and elected managing committee members, 
referred to as non-officials in India. 
EXISTING 5ii:T-UP : 
At present the cooperative education programme is 
beintt.implemented by the National Cooperative Union of India 
at the national l;vel, the State Cooperative Unions at the 
state level and the District Unions, or, in their absence, 
the adhoc committees at the district level» In districts 
covered by the educ ition programme, a cooperative instructor 
organises and conducts courses for members, managing committee 
members and office-bearers. At each State Cooperative Union, 
a cooperiatjLve development officer coordinates, supervises and 
guides the work of instructors. At the national level, the 
National Cooperative Union of India runs a Cooperative 
Instructors•Training Centre and also maintains other staff 
separately to coordinate the education work done in different 
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states and to supervise and guide the cooperative development 
officers. 
There is thus already in existence an organisational 
framework which operates on three tiers and the problem 
consists in making this netv/ork effective and ensuring 
a smooth and rapid two-way flow of information and knowledge 
as between these levels. Although in such an ,arraQ^ement 
it would be futile to rate tha importance of various tiers, 
it may be emphasized that the effectiveness of the role of 
the State and the National Unions would depend upon the amount 
of factual information they are able to possess about the 
needs and problems of the M^ovement at the primary level. ^ 
democratic movement,like the Cooperative Movement, thrives 
if its base is sturdy and if it is able to radiate upwards 
the earthy vitality and the practical knowledae of the 
innumerable membors who form Cooperative Societies to solve 
their common problems, is service organisation to their 
constituents, the State and the national Unions have, 
ther3fore, to oe continually r: sponsive to the nev; and 
complicat^-d probl3mG that arise at the nrimary level as 
the Movement progressively branches out into new fields and 
faces issues for whose solution past experiences hold no 
•>ointers. 
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The work at the orimary level may be considered 
first. Under th-^  existing arrangement, a cooperative 
instructor organises and conducts three tyoes of courses* 
viz., (i) Six week courses for office bearers which 
include th-^president secretary and treasurer, (ii) one 
week courses for other members of the managing committees, 
and (iii) three-day courses for members and potential members. 
Normally the area for which an instructor works is one entire 
district and it wouldtake ten years of even longer for an 
instructor to reach all the members, Mr.Heckman, T.C.M. 
Advisor on member education states in Cooperative Educator 
(August 1960), that the time required by an instructor, 
to train once all the members in a district, would viary 
from 10 to 80 years, and even then he would not have covered 
new members. This indicates two things, that it may be 
necessary to have one instructor for each C D . 31ock rather 
than a district. Secondly, even an instructor for a block 
in many cases wouldtake a number of years to reach all tha 
mambers in his area. Thus it would be only after a number 
of yaars that hp would be in a position to turn his attention 
to a member who has been trained once. Such an arrangement 
of organisinc; traininri courses once for all without continuity 
of education for the groups trained once is not conducive to 
results, as has been shown in the Report on an 'ivaluation Study 
of the Cooperative Education Programme. The staff v/ill have 
to be raised to astronomical proportions, if a continuous 
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programme of cooperative education were to be worked through 
the instructors alone. 
It follows from the above that solutions will have 
to be found whereby the district instructor is able to 
maintain a continuous contact with the primary lovel through 
ana intermediate agency. The following suggestions might help 
to achieve this.aim. 
Firstly, it is necessary to intensify the education 
programme* and to coordinate it increasingly with the commu-
nity development programme. At present, the block organi-
sation has the services of a cooperativeextension officer 
who is expected to carry on propaganda work and who organises 
cooperative camps and teaches Cooperation at the Village 
Leaders (Gram Sahayak) Courses. It would be a very gr^at 
advantage if the cooperative extension officay "/ere to be 
put in charge of cooperative education v/ork in his block, 
and supervised and guided by a district cooperative 
instructor. The block cooperative extension officer would 
thus become the intermediate agency through whom the district 
instructor would carry on educational work for the primary 
societies. 
Secondly, -.ays and means should be found oy v/hlch 
the members could be helped to educate themselves in 
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cooperative matters. As already pointad out* it is a physi-
cally impossibla task to achieve satisfactory member education 
through organisation of courses by an outside instructor. 
It is* therefore* suggested that a member of the managing 
Committee should bo specifically chargedwith education* who 
may be called an educdtion secretary. The cooperdtive ext^ -n-
tion ofticer would then function effectively by imparting 
instruction to these education secretaries* who would be 
responsible for the work of education in their respective 
Societies* and supervising their work. The tasks of the 
block cooperative extension officer viz-a-viz the education 
secretaries would be :(i) training education secretaries in 
general cooperative matters; (ii) helping them with planning 
the education activiti 3S and (iii) supplying the educational 
material needed by them. 
STUDY GROUPS : 
The Study group is one of the techniqiies through 
which cooperativ.^ education has been successfully disseminated 
in soma countries where the Cooperati/e Movement has nO" 
reached a high state of development. This method of study 
groups is being widely us^ d^ in the U.K., Sweden* and many 
other '"estcrn countries. The Antigonish Movement in Canada 
made use of this method to lay the foundation of cooperative 
education even before organising Cooperatives. In essence. 
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the study group method rafers to a technique whereby/ 
subject to proper guidance from the high'^ r echelons and 
with the aid of spe»cially prepared study material, members 
of a CooperatWC Society meet at regular intervals to discuss 
problems that are of mutual interest. Its immediate 
advantages are two-fold. First, the craation of such groups 
enlarges the number of cooperators who can bc2 approached 
for purposes of educa^n^ Secondly, ths method of discussion 
employed issuch that it fosters the cooperative spirit. 
The group leader raises a particular problem, invites 
comments and observations, sifts the relevant from the 
irrelevant, presents it back to the members and finally 
evolves a collective opinion on a particular issue to 
which, more or less, everybody has contributed and for the 
implementation of which, therefore, all feel morally bound. 
In course of time, there emerges a core of enlightened 
members which enlarges the ranks of potential leaders at 
the primary level. 
APPLic vrioiT 111 T i^ INDIAN couraxr : 
It is necessary at this st^ge to mention briefly 
soma fispects which will have to be spocialiy considered in 
applying the study grouns method in the Indian villages. 
The following are the most imoortaht ones. 
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SBhiZCTlON OF THii: GROUP LSADER AND THi; SECRaTARY : 
In a very real sense-Qie success of a study group depends 
upon the selection of a proper leaderand a secretary. The 
leader is the central figure who noves the whole group, 
canalizes discussion eLong proper lines and makes sure that 
m-jmbers' int-^ rest does not dwindle with tha passage of time. 
The secretary is responsible for a number of practical matters 
that are necessary to the organisation of the group. His 
duties further consist of taking down the proceedings of the 
meetings thus making for continuity in discussions. The 
Selection of the right men for these two positions constitutes, 
therefore, the crucial problem. In the initial stages, the 
group leader may perform the functions of the secretary 
as well, since it may not be possible to find two persons 
for these tasks. Subsequently the group leader may pass 
on the functions of tha secretary to a person who has come 
up to the l3vel and could discharge these tasks. 
low are these two officers to beselect'^d? There is 
already in existence a village level worker (V.L.W.) whose 
duties necessarily bring him into close association with 
the village people. He is thus in a position to pick out 
the people who, either have shown interest in cooperative 
matters or happen to be mora informed than their fellow 
villagers, provide a somewhat obvious choice. It is necessary 
that the selection should generally fall on people who are 
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slightly lettered. Although it is doubtful if any standardized 
methods of selection could be evolved for the country as a whole 
and much would depend upon the environmental context of each 
village, it is perhaps not entirely inaccurate to point to 
three individuals anyone of whom might be able to.fill in the 
positions with usefulness. 
First/ if there is a school in the village, the_teacher_ 
should generally provide the obvious choice. His comparatively 
great^ knowledge, the prestige he enjoys in the village and 
his capacity to lead4 discussion in a coherent fashion would 
make it immensely useful for the group to take him on as 
the leader, A second agency is that of the village priest 
who invariably commands a certain amount of respect and 
whose advice is often sought for by the villagers. Finally, 
there are in a number of villages younq boys who commate daily 
to th4 neighbouring town for puroosas of going to a school. 
Such a student would be v-^ ry apt for the post ol tl'msecretary 
of the group. In a broader sense, he is the connection 
• throujh whom the more -progressive urban forces can be orojec-
' ted into the village and in addition the arrangement also 
provides an opoortunity whereby the younger elements can be 
i inducted into the movement. 
It may perhaps be aaaed that in the context of a 
socialistic pattern of society which is the framf^ work 
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ens/lsagea for the country. It becomes necessary to ensure, 
so far as possible, that people are chosen not because of 
their superior economic might, but rather because of the 
awareness and capacity they possess for successfully running 
a study group. 
TRAINING OF GROUP LEADiIRS AND S2Cg2TARiaS : 
Once the leaders and secretaries of study groups have 
been selected, it would be necessary to make sura that they 
are properly trained. It must be realized that the very 
method of work of the study group is to be viewed as an 
educational process, therefore, it is indispensable to have 
group leaders who have been properly trained in educational 
techniques. This could be achieved by assigning to the 
olock extension officer the task of organising, with the aid 
of the district instructor, three to _fQyr: djays, jLnten^ve 
courses for the_group_l^aders and_s^retaries. This also 
brings UT the problem of hov/ to train the block extension 
officer himself in view of the specialised duties he would 
be called upon to discharge. 
TrfJ PROBLi-IiM OF ILLITZRACY : 
It is stating the obvious that where literacy is the 
rule rath ^r than the exception, the chances of the group 
method succeeding are considerably greater than in countries 
wher- the opposite is the case. In the case of India, 
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therefore, tha high percenta&3 of illiterate masses acts as 
an inhibiting factor. This emphasizes two things. Firstly, 
it increases the responsibility of the group leader and the 
secretary who, because they happen to be the only literate 
members, have to interpret the material that is received 
from the extension officer. Secondly, it also underscores 
the importance of audio-visual techniques in propagating 
cooperative ideology. The production of such material is 
a highly technical task which calls for substantial 
finances and can only be taken up at higher levels,and, 
therefore, need not be gone into here. It is perhaps 
necessary to emphasize that although .illiterate, the village 
farmers and artisans possess a fund o f knowledge in their 
own fields and, if approached properly, may likely contri-
bute substantially to thi? proceedings of the study grouos. 
FRiaUJ;NCY OF GROUP MiJ^TINGS : 
As in the foregoing, it is difficult to lay down any 
general rules regarding the periodicity of the group meetings, 
As a broad princiole, it may be stated that group meeting 
activity should be intensified as the season of agricultural 
operations slackens and vice-versa. An optimum will have 
to be worked out in each case and although a greacer 
frequency may be preferable' to a lesser one, the meetings 
should not be made so frequent as to lose their attraction, 
ovenings should be preferable to day time and the group 
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could either meet in a central place, say the chaupal, or 
at the homes of the members by turns. 
To sum up: the existing organisation of cooperative 
education of non-officials could be intensified through 
the formation of study groups at the prlmajiy£__Level_and at 
the block level^ the cooperative extension officer should act 
as overall incharge o f education within the entire block. 
Under the scheme, the education staff of the Nationeal 
Union could formulate their programmes around the coopera-
tive development officer and should operate through in 
close collaboration of this officer. The cooperative 
development officer, in turn, will not be in a position 
to reach out to all the block extension officers and should 
formulate his programmes around the district cooperative 
instructor. Similarly, the district cooperative instructor 
will operate through the block cooperative extension offi-
cer. 
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FINANCING OF TH^ ; COOPelRAriV^ i: iCDUCATIION SCHEMS : 
Provision is of coursa made for the financing of the 
permanent staff assigned to implement the cooperative educa-
tion programme. As regards the money required for the 
corollary parliamentary organisation discussed above, finan-
ces should be found from inside the Cooperative Movement/ 
since the responsibility for maintaining the parliamentary 
set-up is obviously that of the Movement itself. 
NSED OF COOPERATIVE £.JUCATION : 
Aim of all education has been accepted to be the 
development of the personality of an individual, education 
is the only source by which individual can understand the 
social values, social needs and social problems, development 
attitudes and behavioural patterns. Individual must be made 
aware of the social environment, have the capacity developed 
to analyse the situation, even examine the values, evalute 
th? solutions atteiaped in the past and formulate new ones 
where necessary. 
Coop3ration involves such valuable human qualities as 
self-reliance and mutual aid. The healthy development of any 
social group depends upon these two qualities aTiong the member 
of the group. 3oth these qualities carQpot/possible without 
education. If the education succeeds in the fixation of the 
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need for cooperdtion in the conclousness of the inalvidurfl 
and motivating the inQlvidual to cooperate^ the individual 
can be better fitted to £uncti6n usefully in every v;alk of 
life apart from tne institutionalised form and cooperative 
the cooperative society. 
Cooperative f^ovement, though functioning on the 
material side of human life providing economic services 
has always had a strong ictological approach. Study of 
cooperative thought and history can infuse in the mind of 
the youngers and by which they can understand the moral 
values that cooperation stands for. 
iSducation in the 'why* and 'how' of formal coopera-
tion is equally important particularly in the context of the 
socio-economic conditions obtaining in this country. 
There are so many problems in India but poverty of 
millions is the major challenge. The poor are unaware about 
the means which can make them able to improve their social 
and economic conditions, ilducation is the only powerful 
source by v/hich we can mak° them aware of the fact and we 
can develop the conscience of the people who arr not so poor, 
to contribute according to their l3vel to this enormous task. 
Cooperatives have been the institutions for the weaker 
sections for the upliftment of their economic condition by 
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operating on the twin princioles of self-help and mutual-aid. 
Study of copperation is a part of general education 
at all levels could contribute to mould the citizens to 
join or form the cooperative societies. General education 
should therefore< be looked upon as the education of the 
I potential members of cooperatives. Once the interest in 
cooperation is thus infused the students should have oppor-
tunity for further study of the organisational, operational 
and management of cooperatives, by this they can constitute 
the pool from which would develop the knowledgeable and 
efficient leaders of the cooperatives. 
The educational system has also to serve in subordi-
nate v;ay the need of the community to develop vocational and 
professional interests and prepare the students of vocational 
and professional careers. There is a need of competent and 
efficient staff in the supervising and managerial cadres also 
the need of government departments, incharge of cooperation, 
from personnal to administrative positions. T'hsy could be 
met by thy univarsitias through specialised courses in 
cooperative business management and administration. 
Apart fi-om these considerations, cooperation orovides 
scope for thorough study and research. Through tho study of 
cooperation one can understand the relation and interaction 
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between cooperation and social sciences, development of 
cooperative thought, amplication of cooper itivs princioles 
and working of capital form of organisation in varyinn econo-
mic/ social and political situations. 
3ut it is quite obvious there is a need of compaign 
of efforts for the development and the upliftment of the 
poorer sections of the society. And that would be impossible 
without the effective and proper pattern of cooperative 
education in the society. 
WOMiSN'S COOPERATIVE gDUCATION : 
The objective of Women_Development Programmes consi-
dered in the Seventh Plan Document is "to raise their 
economic and social status in order to bring them into the 
process of developrtent. Involvement of women in the 
development process is the key-note of national development 
policies. For the implementation of government plans and 
programmes, cooperatives the well recognized voluntary 
institution,s nrovida ootential women involvement. 
Present situation in this regard indicates that 
women in India are particioating in the working and 
management of existing coopjratives. However, a few 
sel2Cted studies conducted by National Cooperative Union 
of India, during past few years in selected areas and 
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societies/ have shown that in consumer cooperatives women 
membership is 20/4 in tha urban cooperative banks, 37 i in 
agricultural credit cooperatives and 11% of the total 
membership. Svidantly a vast majority yet remains out of 
the cooperative fold, the reasons being their illiteracy 
and ignorance. 
CQQP£RAT1V£ aPUCATION PROGRAMME FOR WOHEN'GENESIS : 
National Cooperative Union of India launched a Pilot 
Project for women cooperative education in 1_964. It was 
basically a consumer oriented rrban project implemented in 
Delhi for a duration of one year only. The objectives of 
the project were : 
to create consumer consciousness among women 
in Delhi, 
to study the working of the women cooperatives 
and out side Delhi and suggest improving their 
working. 
to organise on All India Seminar on Women and 
Cooperatives with the aim to r3view th- oosition 
of women cooper =Jtives in the country and mak--
out a plan of future for bringing larger member 
of women in cooperatives. 
In February, 1965 the programme was evaluated by the 
Regional .director I.e.A. New Delhi, evaluation indicated 




The programme which had start d in 1065, couid not 
leave rnuch effect in promoting women oarticipation in 
cooperitives. It may have createdsome imoact by raising 
women's partici">ation in a few societies but the over all 
picture of women's participation is not very encouraging, 
The schema has not yet got a country wide 
coverage. The scheme is implemented in 16 
out of 31 states/union territories only. 
Hence there is no impact of the nravement as 
a whole. 
In the 16 states a limited number of districts 
have been brought under the coverage of the 
programme, Sujaratls tha only statewhich 
Ji^ expanded the ~3cHeme, J m otfier stfates7 the 
prbgranrne is implemented only in the selected 
areas of th.-3 states 
Except 3ihar, 3ujarat, Karnataki and k*Jest 3engal 
no other state has a full fledgea women's wing 
headed by a Lady Cooperative iSducation Officer, 
STATIG AKID UNION T£RRIT0Ria3 : 
The scheme is being imolement'^d in the states/union 
territories of : 




(2) Arunachal Pradesh 
(4) 3ihar 
(6) Himachal Pradesh 
(8) Kerala 
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(9) Madhya Pradesh (10) Manlpur 
(11) Maharashtra (12) Xeghalaya 
(13) Hajasthan (14) Orissa 
(15) Uttar Pradesh (16) '-/est 3engal 
PR03Li:MS ; 
The programme is fundamental for cooperative movement 
but difficult one. The implementation of the schemes and 
plans of cooperative education and training shows various 
limitations (problems) which have come in the way of imp-
lementation, they are summarised below : 
1. The importance of training is to enhance the 
efficiency, effectiveness of th's staff of the 
societies which is not fully appreciated even 
by the financially sound cooperntivs institutions. 
2, Persons for training do not take interest to join 
the courses with willingness and urge, Arnold 
roynbee has said in this context that 'the greatest 
obstacle to the success of the plan (of ;»duc"ition 
for cooDjjrators) vvould not be difficulty of finding 
competent teachars/ nor the greatness of the 
expanse, but the apathy of the cooperstors them-
selves in the requsition of knowledge.'* ' 
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3. Absence of sound and scientific organisational set 
up is a great obstacle in imnlamanting the schem'^ s 
arid plans of this programme. 
4. The member education programme has not linked 
with the other adult education rjrogrammes in 
, the field of cooperative education and training. 
5. In most of the centres the hostel accommodation, 
play grounds and reading rooms etc. are poor and 
insufficiently provided. 
6. The amount by way of grant in aid (fund)by Governm-
ent is not adequate to meet the requirement of the 
programme of cooperative education and training. 
3esides some of the states reduced the grants in 
aid instead of increasing th^ amount for this 
purpose. 
7. The training courses have long duration and full 
time nature ani are comprehensive in character. 
While short duration courses are conducted in 
foreign countries, 
8*- Training programmes hive not been b^le to attract 
the staff and workers of the cooperatives functioning 
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in backward and tribal areas due to inadequacy of 
training programme to suit therequirement of 
backward and tribal areas. The lady employees 
working in women cooperatives are also not provide*^ 
any type of training facilities. 
9. State and state government do not re^lease/the 
fund in time for salary, teaching aids in time 
which is coming in the way of smooth running of 
these institutions. 
SU3GESTI0NS : 
To remove the above limitation of the plans and schemes 
(of education and training), the following measures can be 
suggested for tha effectiveness of the programme. 
Grants-in-aid should be ehhanced and their timely 
release of funds be ensured. 
Member education programme should have links with 
the other adult education programma in the field. 
iSxtension officers should be made directly responsible 
to the cooperative unions at state and district l-^ vels 
for probable lapses. 
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Adequate facilities in respect of hostel accorpdation, 
play ground and reading rooms etc. should be provided. 
The federal cooperative organisation should take 
positive interest in undertaking education and traininq 
activities on their own. 
Adequate attention should be paid to improving the 
operations and managerial efficiency in conducing the 
cooperative business. 
An integrated approach to the several other eflu^ iation 
programmes e.g. member educ •'tion of consumers stores, 
women and youth training etc., should be developed, so 
that each may not ba implemented in isolation. 
Structural gaps^ should be filled at all Isvels inclu-
ding tha commitments relating to the staffing pattern, 
Education Instructors should also be given Constant 
guidance. 
The training courses should have short duration and 
should be of part time nature, so that large number of 
persons who cannot devote their full time for the train-
ing, would be abl > to get a chanc-^  for training. 
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rha Committee for Cooperative Training and Education 
shoulu collaborate with tha Universities where teaching and 
research work in the field of cooperation is in progress. 
The present system o5 appointment of teaching staff 
in VMNICM and other cooperative coll3g3S should be stream-
lineCl, 
Selaction of candidates for training abroad is objec-
tive and University teachers, research scholars etc. do 
not get any chance to 90 abroad for cooperative education 
and training. The NCUI should avoid nepotism and favouri-
tism in the selection of deserving candidates. A system of 
open competition should be introduced and backdoor selection 
should be avoided. 
rhs ICA is also at present working under the direction 
of rjCUI and thersfore, participation^ in Seminars and Confsre-
,^ P__ • - • • , _ _ , 
nces is a monopoly of a few persons recommended by the MCUI, 
This practice is not favourable for a healthy cooperative 
atmosphere, 
The NCUI shoul'i adopt me isures to strengthen the State 
Cooperative Unions and work in cooperation with them instead 
of working over and above their head. 
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R £:C0i4M J :ND AT I QMS : 
In 1946, the Cooperative Planning Committee has 
stated/ "it is necessary for the success of Cooperative 
Movement to infuse the ideas of cooperatives into the 
mind of young boys and girls and to lay b-^ fore them 
the outlines of the work done by the cooperative movement. 
oajscTivas OF JSDUCATION IN COOPERATION : 
Sducation in coopeijation has to be with the three 
fold objectives :-
(i) To develop attitudes and habit of cooperative 
way of life so necessary for building up 
socially motivated and socially responsible 
citizens. 
(ii) To impart knowledge about cooperation potential 
achievements and methods of work at cooperatives. 
(iii) To impart knowledge and skills in the orrjani-
2ation, conduct and management of coooeratives. 
:he first two objectives would require educational 
programmes to cover all the students and the last one 
would require programmes for preparing manoower needed 
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tor working in an.managing the cooperative enterprises at 
different levels. 
lj£.V£L3 OF ^ U C / v T I O N i:J COOPERATIO.J : 
This education is therefore to be provided in the 
entire scholastic life of a student from the elementary 
school to the University level, 
EDUCATION OF COOPERATION IN SCHOOLS : 
(i) iSLEMilNTARY SCHOOLS : ciducation in cooperation 
must start very early in the schooling life of student. It 
must be introduced in the elementary stage itself. For 
this there are two reasons. The first is that wo look upon 
education in the cooperative way of life itself which is an 
essential preparation for every citizen of this country 
especially in the context of democratic idealogy._ The 
second reason is that elenentary education oeing free and 
compulsory, every citizen has to undergo that edudation, 
oven if some of the students may not continue their studies 
beyonu th-^  elementary to the secondary and tha higher stages, 
As a large majority o^ students particularly to the weaker 
sections and in the rural areas do not pursue studie- at 
higher than the elementary l3veland it is these youngester^ 
as they grow in to adult workers, who need th'-' service of 
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cooperatives the most, at least the introduction to the "JHY" & 
"HOW" of cooperation must be provided to them in the elemen-
tary school itself. 
While dealing with the subject of school cooperative 
and cooperative in the neighbourhood, it will be essential to 
arrange study visit to the more successful school coopera-
tives as well as other cooperatives ln__the neighbourhood so 
that the student, may. iiaye_clearer_i^a of tlie actual v/ork-
ing of the cooperatives. 
This will be only one aspect of the education in coope-
ration. The other aspect will be, to organize the school 
community life on cooperative lines. Learning through 
work__exserlence is now universally recognized asSound method 
of education. If community life in the educational institu-
tions is organized on cooperative lines, cooperation as a way 
of life will become part of the mental make-up of the 
student growing in the school conununity. The organized 
activities may include the school stores, canteens, thri-*^ t 
and savings societies, garden, hobby workshops stc. In 
these, activities the students should have opportunities 
of participation under the able guidance of the teachers. 
This will help to inculcate the growing young, team spirit 
attitude of .mitual aid and mutual accomodation, appreciation 
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of the inter connection between rights and duties and an 
awareness of social responsibilities and importance of self 
discipline. They also provide opportunities tor developni'^ nt 
ot qualities of leadership. 
This aspect will have to continue at all the highnr 
levels of education with increasing sophistication and wider 
Vciriety for ensuring sustained interest and active purposeful 
participation the students. 
LOWER saCONDARY SCHOOLS : 
Greater involvement in the school community activities 
organized on cooperative lines will heve to be encouraged. 
r 
^vary student should h^ve an oopotunity to work by rotation 
in one or the other_student committer. It will enable 
the -students to gain experience in committe-^ work and in-
still in them a greater sense of responsibility, and 
develop in them the urg • to serve the community. 
HIGHER SiiCOWDARY SCHOOLS : 
The study of cooperation will have to continue as a 
part of the liberal education started in the elementary 
stage and build upon th-; lower secondary st^ge. There 
should be jo^ ^ oriented professional educ-tlon for those 
students who may not either desire of be able to pursue 
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university studies. The programmG in the second, stream will 
help in building up a pool of qualified youngsters. From 
them secretaries/managers of the small agriculture coopera-
tives may be recruited as well as from cooper tives clerks, 
salesmen etc. may also be reciruitcd in the marketing and 
processing consumer cooperatives etc. This programme will 
have to be in theory and practice of cooperation and covered 
in two years. 
As indicated in the outline of the professional courses, 
one full paper will have to be devoted on the job practical 
training. Besides, in the students' Cooperatives in the teach-
ing institution the student will not only be involved in the 
general working as member and committee members but they 
will also have to attend, by turns, to functions in th^ day 
to_day_^working in jyarious capacities, from the clerical to 
the supervisory andjgacretarialT This work experience in 
their own cooperatives in addition to the practical on the 
jo J trainin; in other cooperatives will be extremely valuable, 
(1) COOPS.AriON A3 A PA.ir OF OTH^ R^ 3U3J£Cr3 :' 
Study o' cooperation should bo introduced as a oart of 
( tho courses in economics. Commerce, Agriculture, Law, Pu ilic 
L i-idministration and Sociology. 
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In Commerce while study of different forms of business 
organisations war. provided but study of cooper-itives, as one 
of the forms ofbusinass organisation, wis not included. 
Students of Public Administration did not have th-^  need or 
the opportunity to study the special problems and requirements 
of cooperative administration. Similarly, cooperative 
organisation as sociological phenomenon_was not studied by 
students of sociology. 
In the changed situation, where a large number of count-
ries in the world have thrown overboard the capitalist system 
and adopted the socialist system despite of the variations in 
it from country to country, while India is in the way of 
building up the mixed economy with private sector. It is 
necessary that the focus of study should be appropriately 
altered. 
iiconomics of cooperation, history of cooperative devel-
opment, history o* cooperative thought, should form an 
integral part o *" the study of i:Iconomics. Study o* Indian 
economics should primarily includ'5 study of the three sectors 
in India, private, public and cooperative and their respective 
roles and contributions in Indian economic development. 
a* Study of agricultural economics mus' in/vitably devote full 
attention to the role of cooperatives in aiding increase in 
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agricultural production. Th^jrefore, study of cooperative 
s-^ rvices at the prim<?ry and high«r levels should includ-^  
credit supplies, processing, marketing irrigation, farming, 
conduct of agriculture based ancillary and subsidiary 
industries. 
Study of commerce should include cooperation as a form 
of commercial or business organisation undertaking banking, 
trading, and manufacturing. Similarly the course in Public 
Administration should include special features and problems 
of cooperative administration and socioloo/ should cover 
cooperatives as phenomena of groiop _orrjanis^ ti^ n^ _and action. 
(ii) COOPERAI'IOxNr AS AN OPTIONAL SU3u'ECT : 
Besides study of cooperation as part of different subjects 
indicated above which evjry student studying the particular 
subjects will necessarily have to study, there should be 
provision for the study of "Cooperation" as an optional 
suoject at th« Arts and Jommerce Courses both at the 
o^chelor's and Master'"^  levels. This would -provide an 
opportunity to such students who are interested in sociali-
sed study of cooperation for gaininT deeper knowledge o^ 
th2 subject. 
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(iii) PROFi:SSIO:JAL COURS : IN COOPif^ RAriVi; MANAGSMJIMr AID 
ADMINISTRA^ IO^ ?^ : 
rh3 professional courses in cooper itiv« mrin^ g^ement and 
administration should b"^  introduced on a oiiot basis in a 
few universities in consultation with the em-^ loying aganci^s 
and on a reasonable assurance of absorption of the oroducts 
of these courses. r'or such a course to be conductea effect-
ively the University will require consider ibis suoport ana 
the stuaent will have to be provided with sufficient incen-
tives, ^ne concerned university should constitute a commi-
tee with the Registrar of Cooperative Societies the Chief 
Executives of apex cooperative institutions and the Principal 
of theCooparative Training Coll-='ge in the state to help the 
university authorities in formuiatinj and revising from 
time to time the course ana also to help the university 
authorities in securing experienced cooperative administrator 
and executives as well as the lectur.-s of the coooerativa 
training colleges as guest faculty anu in making effective 
arrangements for practical training in the cooperative 
department and the cooperative institutions for the students 
joininy the professional course. I'his com-nittae will also 
hel,:) the Universities in securintj suitabl'^  employment to 
the students who complite such courses. 
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3UARAMT5J: 07' SMPLOYMilNr A^ ?D PREFERENCE : 
To provide students, the cooperative departments, an 
apex and other large cooperative institutions should offor 
appointments as trainee officers atleast tothose students 
who secure too ranks in the final examination. Assurance 
of employment atleast to those who top the list should 
prove a good incentive to a student not only to join the 
course but to study hard for a coveted job. Besides guaran-
teed employment to the students topping the list cf success-
ful students, a definite policy should be adopted to extend 
pr-^ference to the students having the professional degree, 
the diploma and the optional study in cooperation. Projno-
tional opoortunities should also be suitably linked with 
these qualifications in cooperation. 
JC40LARSKIPS AJD PRIZES : 
" J 
Apart from this assurance and nr-^ f T'^ nce in employment, 
students who opt for these courses should be provided incen-
tives for hard work. This is done through merit scholarships 
•jnd orizes. The Stat Cooperdtive Unions and other imoortant 
cooperative institutions and organisations could mak^ 
endowments to the Universities for instituting merit ncho-
larships and orizes to the students securing high rank in 
the courses. 
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CHAlft IN COOPiiRATION : 
To encourage the study of cooper iti^ n in the univer-
sities, cooperative institutions in each state should raise 
funds and institute a chair in cooperation at least in the 
university willino to introduce the specializsa professional 
courses in Cooperative Management and Administration in addi-
tion to the Diploma Course in Cooperation and the optional 
subject of cooperation. 
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS ; 
Apart from the books and other learning and teaching 
materials thc^  audio visual aids for teaching the subject 
should also be prepared by these institutions, which may 
prove very useful to the students studying such courses. 
FOLLOV/-UP CAMP i 
There is a need for follow up action to sustain the 
intarest of thes-; younj persons in the study of Cooperation. 
;?hiL; coul be done by organising camps for the participants 
of these competitions whre they could be afforded opporuni-
ties for study in cj^ a^ter details various aspects of 
cooperation. 
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^Various recommendations made above are to be viewed 
not in isolation but all__together. If thes'5 are accepted, 
it can be confidently stated that study and teaching of 
cooperation will be placed on a better footing. The educa-
tional institutions, schools, colleges, universities and 
cooperative training institutions will be able together 
to contribute in the development of cooperation and the 
improvement of socio-economic life of the country. 
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CHAPTER - IV 
COOPE.IAVIV.: TRATAIN-. IN ACTION : 
Cooperatives ara now recognised as an important 
sector of the economy particularly in the developing count-
ries. Since the First Five Year Plan, cooperatives have 
played increasingly important role in the national building 
activities in India, 'With a mass base the cooperative 
movement is capable of meeting the socio-economic aspira-
tl;ons of the large sections of the society in rural areas. 
They are essentially economic organisations with strong 
social purpose, and hence their management is more demanding 
and calls for sensitivity of a higher order. This aspect 
of manpower requirement for cooperatives was aptly described 
by the All India Rural Credit Survey Committee in the 
following words :-
"./hat is involved, is no less than the creation 
of large body of trained and enthusiastic workers, 
both men and women who are willing to share the 
life of rural India; strive to und3rstand the 
n^eds with^in the particular sphere allotted to 
them prove themselves business lika and efficient 
no loss than keen and sympathatic". 
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In the process of massive programme of sconoraic 
development with focus on rural development envisaged in 
the successive Five Year Plans, cooperative sector is 
expected to improve its coverege as well as performance, 
NJI^D F d MANPO.VJR D CViSLOFMSNr : 
Manpower development theretoro is most crucial to 
the development of the cooperative sector in India. The 
main objectives of manpower development are : 
(a) To improve the effectiveness and efficiency 
of the organisations; 
(bj To build up necessary knowledge, skills, atti-
tudes among the personnel so that they are com-
petent enough to take up the job assigned to 
them; 
(c) To motivate the workers In the intc-rest of the 
orjanisation. There are three important 
m^ athods which have been recognised by the 
management exocrts for .nanpower devalooinent; 
(i) On the job training, 
(ii) Group instructions with in the organisation 
(iii) Institutional training. 
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The purpose of cooperative training and tha employees 
development is to make available professionally competent 
managerial and other personnel with appropriate knowledge 
skills and abilities to a cooperative system sothat it 
may function in an effective manner. 
Training is the art of doing the job in correct, 
effective and efficient manner and it may even be described 
as "some thing which is necessary for every thing". Train-
ing is short term process utilizing a systemetic and orga-
nised procedure by which non managerial personnel learn 
technical knowledge and skills for a definite purpose. 
Training is telling plus showing, plus supervising untili:?-
the desired change achieved in the skill, attitude or 
behaviour. 
Training input should be mor:e important in the total 
strategy for growth and development of cooperatives. 
Inevitably the demand for training areas to enable the 
cooperative for meeting the chal'anges emerging bsfore 
them and to function as effective instrument to -Drot-^ ct 
and promote the vital interests of cooperative community. 
Training can however, prove effective only if the trainees 
receive training as an instrument for personn'=;l development 
and growth. 
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A number of committees and commissions which studied 
the problem of Indian cocperatiVG i'Tovement had come to the 
conclusion that one of the imr>ortant reasons, for this slow 
and tardy growth of the cooperative movement has been, the 
lack of systemetic training and sducation for the emnloyuss 
and the members of the cooperative societies. M l Indi=i 
.^ ural Credit Survey Committee racommendvd integrated scheme 
of rural credit tor ground development of the cooperativ;= 
movement which included training as an essential component. 
"Training refers only to instruction in technical and 
mechanical operation". Training is the essential part of 
an organisation. Following advantages are derived from 
systemetic training : 
^j^ (i) :imployees become proficient in their jobs in 
less time; 
(ii) Plant and equipment ire utilized more efficiently; 
(iii) .Wastages of matori=^l minimized; 
(iv) /Xmount of sup-;rvision is lessened; 
(v) Labour turnover is reduced; 
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IKiPORTANCJ; Oi-' TRAINING : 
Training is tho corner stone of sound tnanigoment as 
it makes enployees more effective and productive. It is 
actively and intimately connected v;ith all the personnel 
or managerial activities. It is an integral part of the 
whole management. 
Training is a practical and vital necessity because/ 
apart from th^ other advantages/ it enables employees to 
develop and rise with-in the organisation and increase their 
"market value" earning power and job security. It moulds 
the employee's attitudes and helps them to achieve a batter 
cooperation with the organisation and a greater loyal^^^ to 
it. Trained employees make a better and economical use of 
material and equipments. 
The importance of training has been exoressed in 
th:^ se words, "Training is a widely accepted problem soTvirig, 
device. Indeed our national superiority in manoowar oroduc-
tivity can be attributed in no small measure to the success 
of our educational and industrial training programme. In 
other words a tralninj orogramme orovides the management an 
opportunity to explain carefully and clearly its oolicifcS/ 
rules and regulations. 
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Systematic approach to coooerative training '^ as launched 
by the CenJ^ al__Cgiimi^ t^ e^ _f or^  _Cooper ntive Traini_ng_ under the 
Reserve 3ank of India in November 1953, The Central Committee 
was considered as a central agency, responsible for overall 
policy planning., organising, directing, coordinating and 
controlling the cooperative training programmes in the 
country. The training arrangements were studied and reviewed 
by a high level study team, appointed by Government of India 
in 1960. As a result of their recommendations, national 
policy for cooperative training was modified and the entire 
cooperative training programme was entrusted to the National 
Cooperative Union of India in 1962^ In 1976, the Committee 
for Coooerative Training was reorganised as the National 
-ouncil for Cooperative Training in pursuance of the recommen-
dations of the informal Sxoert Group on Cooperative ^duc^tion 
and Training. Over the ynars, th-^  Council has vastly expanded 
and diversified cooperative training -jrogrammes in order to 
ma^t th^ "var-changing requirements of pb orientoa traiain-. 
2h ..'-tionRL :;ouncii for Jooper^tiv^ Training functions 
through the Vaikunth Mehta National Institute of Cooperative 
-linagement, Pune, where training arrangements for Senior 
Jxecutives exist and through 7 7 Coope-ative Traininy Coll"ges, 
which are r3sponsibl.j for training of middle level func-
tionaries. 
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^XI3TIN1 TRAINING ARRANgSMigm'S ; 
Th^ existing training arrangements could be broadly-
classified under following three heads :-
(a) The existing three tier structure as developed 
for training in pursuance of the recommendations 
of the All India Rural Credit Survey Committee 
made in the year 1954, 
The structure includes : 
1. Juniox Level Training Centre; 
2. Intermediate Level College; 
3. National Institute for Cooperative Management 
(established at Pune). 
rheS3 3 categories of institutions cater to the needs 
of th'^  3 levr;l of personnel involved in the cooperative 
movement mainly junior l«vel, middle level and too level, 
(b) In various states, some of the open institutions 
have set UP training institutes of their own^ 
for imparjLlJig—tj^ininq of their personnel. 
(c) Training arrangements created by specialised 
ag mcies outside tho cooperative movement but 
catcrin.} to the needs of the cooperative 
institutions. Theso includ'=>s the training 
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facilities like those developed by tho i^serv© 
Sank of India and Agriculture Refinanca and 
Devalopmnnt Corporation, 
The first category involves th 2 participation of 
National Cooper.-tive Union of India through national 
Committee for Cooperative Training (NCCT) for training higher 
level and intermediate 1-^ vel personnel of cooperative socie-
ties and State Cooperative Unions for running Junior Level 
Training Centres for imparting tiie junior level personnel 
of primary cooperative societies. 
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR COOPERATIVE;: TRAINING (NCCT) : 
Tho Committee for Cooperative Training (CCT), successor 
to th3 erstwhil'^ Central Committee tor Coop-*r 'ttve Training 
under the teserv ? iank o'' Inaia, cam-^  into being in July, 196 ' 
cnu ;as raconstitut-id in July, 1976, as National Council ^or 
Jooper tivo Training (NCCT). This Council has bean functioning 
under th^ umbrella of tha National Cooperative Union of 
India (NCUI) with th^ follC'/inj objectives : 
\jO (i/ to formul ite ovor all oolicies and plan-
rslatinj to Cooperative Training; 
(ii) to organise an 1 direct arrangements in r-igard 
to thi training of personnel employed in the 
Cooperative departments and cooperative insti-
tutions in the country. 
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(iii) to assess periodically the needs of training for 
cooperative porsonnel to facilitate planning and 
designing of traininj arrangements? 
(iv) to keep effective liason with and coordinate 
the activities of tho Government o^ India, 
State Governments,NA3ARD: Financing Institu-
tions, Universities, University Grants 
Commission, International Agencies like the 
International Cooperative Alliances etc. in 
matters relating to cooperative training. 
(v) to establish and manage cooperative training 
institutions; 
(vi) to ensure maintenance of high academic standards 
in cooperative education and training in various 
courses and standards of examinations for diffe-
rent courses. 
rhi ;iational Council for Cooperative Training conti-
nued to administer tho senior executiv - programmes through 
the Vaikunth Mehta -lational Institute for CooperatiV':; 
Management (VMNICJj, an.l for middle level officers through 
the 17 Cooperative Training Collegas* Th": Council also 
continued to provide academic guidance to the 90 Cooperative 
Training Centres manage ana administered bv the State Governm-
• , • • 
ents and State Cooperative Unions, 
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FUlvn3IN3 Oi' THJ TRAI'JING PROGRAMMZ : 
Training of tha personnel is a vr^ ry costly proposi-
tion and that hitherto the Government o f India and the 
State Governments ha-ve substantially contributed to the 
development of cooperative training m=ichineries in the 
country. In view of the meagre/sources at the disposal of 
the cooperative institutions, this liberal attitude should 
continue. However/ involvement of the apex institutions 
and beneficiary societies should also be solicited by setting 
apart of their profits for the training programmes because 
it is ultimately the institutions which stand (benifite^. 
by the services of trained personnel. In aadition to tha 
present collaborative training cours2S, there is a need for 
the cooperative movement to make specific committee to the 
training programmes by regular contributions to maintain 
continuity. In view of the diversity in the size of the 
cooperatives from small societies to large societies, it 
v/iil be matter of healthy understanding to work out the^  <^^ 
formul-ite at various levels for liberal contributions to 
. oe made oy them, subject to certain minimu-n percnntagss of 
their profits. 
Th^ specialised apex institutions should also 
develop training units nnJ equi -• tham in view of the 
expandinj activities in cons'U • ation with the ..cUI an<i 
the 3tate Gooper-2tive Unions. 
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JSrA3LISHM^Nr OF A RiiSOVRCZS CJINTRJ: FOR TRAININf: MATERIALS . 
The National Council for Cooperative Training i'JCC:) 
has done co.nmandablj work in the preparation of text books 
for the various courses conducted by the cooperative colle-
ges. However/ this alone is not enough and it is essenti il 
to have training materials, which would give better helo to 
the trainers as to what audio-visual aid etc., to use and 
other materials appropriate for participative techniques. 
The National "^ ouncil for Cooperative Training (NCCT) and 
the Training in India h=ive collaborated with Materials and 
Techniques for Cooperative Management (MATCOM) and adopted 
certain materials produced by it. 
FINANCi:^: or THi:: RiJlSOURC^ CiilNTRa : 
The Resource Centre may raise finances for office 
facilities, staffing, cquioment etc. through 3overnment 
grants, contribution from mat3rial and state level cooperative 
and other national as well as int rnational organis<^tios 
interested in the oromotion and develooment of the coope-
rative movement till it becomes commercially viable. 
TRAINING INPUT : 
The National Council for Cooperative Training (NCCT) 
has been providin^ trained manpower to tho cooperative move-
ment for ov r three decades with general oasic course of 
one academic year in 1956, the council now organises a wide 
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variaty of sector based diploma courses covering almost all 
sectors of the cooperative movement in the country, -Allied 
to these sectoral Diploma courses, the :Jational Instituta G^<L 
i^l/* Cooperative Training Colleges also organise large number 
of short term job oriented functional courses. Till the '^ nd 
of 1984-85, 13,803 senior executives received training at 
Vaikunth Mehta National Institute of Cooperative Management, 
Pune and 1,13,232 intermediate of ticers .^ r^ the Cooperative 
Training.jirTrangeraents for lower ranks of employees of coop-
erativ. societies exist at the State level. National Council 
for Cooperative Training (NCCT) provides academic guidance 
to Junior Training Centres. This is an indication of the 
contribution being made by National Council for Cooperative 
Training (NCCT) to the cooperative movement. 
TRAI;II:J3 PROGRAI'MSS : 
Phe National Council for Cooperative Training (NCCD 
offers variety of progr?;rnnes to meet the basic, functional 
and sectoral need of the Indian Cooperative Management, Pune 
oased Institution (7i'€^ ICM) conducts i core Diploma course 
in Cooperative 3usiness .".anagement. The Cooperative Colleges 
organise basic Diploma Course called Higher Diploma Course 
in Cooperation and also specialised Diploma courses in 
Cooperative Banking, Urban Cooperative 3anking, Land Develop-
ment 3anking, Cooperative Marketing Management, Handloom 
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Cooperative Management, ConsumGr Cooperative Management, 
Industrial Cooperative Managemont and Cooperative Audit. 
Tha Institutes and Colleges also conduct various short term 
orientation, sectoral and functional programmes which covers 
various segments of cooperative economy. The courses are 
planned and organised duly basad on users demand, ascertained 
formally and informally through various forums like advisory 
special, local Committees, standing expert groups, which 
also guide various academic and related activities at the 
institute and the colleges. 
UE>^ DIMENSIONS : 
It should be appropriate to introduce Innovations in the 
training programmes not only to meet the growing need of 
the Coooerative Movement but also the new technology and 
concepts being introduced in agriculture and industry. 
rh2 training arrangements will have to be sufficiently 
geared to stepyti^.^^ the 21st century. "he basic question, 
therefore, is of improving the quality of training and 
designing tailor-mads capsuled programmes so that they tieet 
ths requirements of all categories of employees. This will 
be possible after a thorough assessment of training needs 
in all sectors o£ the Cooperative Movement has been made. 
Some sporadic efforts have bean made in the past to assess 
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the training need in the country, these at-tenpts^ h owaver/ hav3B 
proved abortive. A systematic continuous arrangement for 
assessment of training needs by the Cooperative Institutions 
at the state level and by the 'rcCT at the national level 
will be an absolute necessity, likewise, creation of aooro-
priate physical facilities for the training programmes is 
a sine-qua-fflofl of successful training, tho. NCCT has a olan 
to construct own buildings of the Cooperative Training^ 
Colleges in a phasea manner. In addition to the National 
Institution, 9 other colleges are now housed in Council's 
specially designed complexes. The Council proposes to cons-
truct buildings for the remaining colleges by the end of 
the Seventh Five.*^ ear Plan. Needless to mention that such 
ia measure would give psychological boost to the cooperative 
[traininj con^ imunity in the country. 
Incre="-sin'j involvement of user organisations in the 
cooperative training programmes is another important aspect 
which is likely to receive serious consideration. .?he rJCCr, 
therefore, has designed a new scheme of collaboration v;ith 
tha international, national and stat^ levjl cooperative insti-
tutions whereby they will not only meet the cost of training 
but will also oe involved in providing academic support 
to the training programmes. "he Council has already well 
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sstaolished collaborative arrangeiients with Ihe ILO, FAO, ICA 
at the international level and MCCF, NCDC and NAFSD at the 
national level. Some stnte cooperative fedsrations have 
also expressed willingness to share the cost and supoort and 
training programme at the collage level. This is a new trend 
which the Council would nurse to maturity. The__ultimate 
objf^ fvMj^ ff^ aVToiiid ho jfcp make the cooperative_training programmes 
self-reliant and self propelling. 
The future expansion, keeping in view the requirements 
of the movement, is likely to be in the field of dairy and 
fishery cooperatives. Introduction of diploma programmes 
in these two sectors is in the offing and will be located 
at a few cooperative training colleges in the country. Use 
of modern technology in cooperative organisations is also 
catching the imagination of the cooperatives. It would, 
therefore, be desirable that the council designes a few 
programme/ on tha US3 of computers, comout -r programming 
etc. The concatst of management is also underqoinQ a change 
with the changes in technology. It v/ill, therefore, be 
desirable that the latest concepts are introduced in the coop-
erative institutions as well as that they are able to 
squarely fac3 the competition from the private and public 
sector undertaking. 
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Since a large majority of the cooor^rative/continue to 
oe an organised function in the agricultural sector and for 
rural masses/ oxtension as an aporoach v;ill continue to be 
^n important Instrurpent to propagate thn use of modern 
techniques of production. Cooperative extension work, 
theretor", will be systematised and strengthened at the 
Cooperative Training Collage level. The task force on 
•Cooperative Training and education' during Seventh Five 
^ear Plan appointed by the Ministry,of Agriculture and Rural 
Development has recommended opening of a College cf Coopera-
tion for the fresh graduates. The proposal is likely to 
take final shapa under the aegis of the NCCT. This is going 
e 
to be a major dviation from the existing in-servxce training 
pattern in the years to come. The graduates trained from 
this college will have a wide vista for seeking gainful 
employment and also professionalism in the 
Cooper'tiva Movement in the country. 
VAIKUNTH M^HTA NATIONAL INSTITUTS O'-^  COOPc:RATIVa MAM^GJ;M£NT 
TVHNICMT^ 
In Aoril 1946, the late \\x, V.L. .lehta, the than 
Minister for Cooperation, Finance an.' Vill-tge Industries 
in the 3overnment of Jombay appointed a Committee on 
Cooperative Education and Training under the Chairmanshio 
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af t-he lat2 Mr. Janardan Hadan the Chairman of the SoTibay 
Provincial Coopamtiva Instituta. This Co-nmitte-' had rsconim-
sndod an integrated programme of Cooperative education and 
training, as a part of which Cooperative Training College 
was started on 14th June, 1947» It was .to provide educa-
tion in Principles, Theory, Pracitco and. Law of Cooperation, 
Accountancy, Agricultural Marketing etc. The Committee had 
stated that if the response to the courses proved to be good 
and the expansion of the movement justified it, the training 
college could be developed into a higher and more ambitious 
institution. 
Through this institution has been intended to provide 
training to tha cooperative personnel, th^ college had 
extended facilities for training to candidates hailing 
from other states from the second session in the year 
1948-49. The Reserve aank of India appreciated the utility 
of the college for training of intermediate p'^ rsonnel '^ rom 
tha other states where suitable training facilities diri 
not exist and also felt that the college could be utilised 
for providing training f=?cilitiGS for senior personnel s^ 
well. Beciuse of the flourishment of this college, the 
Res.^ rve iank of Indi.i and the lov^ 'rnment of India jointly set 
up in Decamoer,1953 a Central Committee for Cooperitive 
Training. 
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An importaat step t-aken by the Committee for Coopcrativa 
Training of tho rational Cooper itive Union of India on assump-
tion of the responsibility of the college was develooed into 
two in November, 1962. Tha intermediate course and the 
rlarketing course were transferred to the Coopr^ rativa 
Training Centre, Pune, so that the activities of the coilegu 
come to be exclusively concerned with training of the senior 
cooperative personnel. 
In view of the fact that i-ir. V.L. Mehta had been in the 
manner described earlier, primarily responsible for initially 
starting this institute in 1947 and had nursed it throughout 
.J.7 years and had also contributed, as a member of the High-
level working Group, to the idea of d^ ivelojping it into the 
Institutt. 3"' cooperative Management. It was decided by 
the riational Cooperative Union oflndii in consultation with 
Union Cov^ -rnmant to name this institute after him to 
commemorate hi-n in gratitude of the entire cooperative 
movement in this country for his prominent contribution to 
the cooper"tive novaTient in general and to coop-'ntive 
training in particular. And by this way "V^ikunth i-lehta 
Jational Institute of Cooperacive Management (W^NICM) " came 
into existence. 
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(a) Selection and training of mandgement-tal^nt-potsn-
tial young paople for careers in the various 
sectors at various levels of the cooperative 
system. 
(o) Thorough training programmes providing opportuni-
ties for the cooperative personnel, government 
officials and others in supervisory and managerial 
positions to get equipped with up-to«date profe-
ssional management knowledge, attitudes and skills 
requirad for efficient working and higher respon-
sibilities. 
(c) Providino opoortunlties for instructors in various 
cooperative coll -gss to join fresh knowledge, skills, 
techniques and aoproach with -\ view to bring about 
constant improvement. 
(d) Providing o'3oortuniti3s, teachers and researchers 
in the cooperative tield and deoartm-nt of coooe-
ration of th-j variou. colleges and universities 
in the country to refr sh and upgrade their know-
ledg>? and ability to teach cooperative management 
and to initiate r search programmes. 
r*/ .^ ... '^ 
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(a) Initiatinj and conducting '^ robl^ n oriented research 
in cooperativ i managarnent and nrnsentation of 
rasearch findings quickly at the appropriate points 
and levels in the cooperative system, 
PROGRAI-lMiiS : 
ThG Vaikunth Hehta National Institute of Cooperativ-j 
Management is the apex training and research institute for 
the cooperative movement in the country. The Institut^ ^ 
conducts a core course, which has b^en rscognis^d as the 
Post 3raduate oioloma Course in "Ciooperp.tive business 
iManageraent, " for young in—service or prospective cooperative 
business executives and administrators from all sectors of 
cooporativa fjnti,'rpriso system v/hich aims to develop professio-
nal managers. Thj other courses are Financial ''Management/ 
I'iarketing Management, i^ at'^ '-ial Hanag-^ment and also for 
Jov^rnment departments which are concernedw ith organisa-
tion, development and supervision of the cooperative enter-
prise system in thj country. 
TRAINING PR03RAi'4Mi::S : 
The gen -ral plan of training at the Institute, provides 
the conceptual frame of reference for the purposes of 
relatinj the factual information r'^ garding the training 
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courses conducted at th** Institute to its overall knowlsdge 
and devalop professional skills and attitudes so that thrj 
cooperators/all Isvsls can contributs affectively to the 
achievement of the goals and objectives of the cooperative 
movement. It also seeks to provide thn means for greater 
job satisfaction and self development to ths cofcorative 
personnel. 
rh3 training programme conducted by the Institute serv^ 
a number of needs. They help the organisation they work 
in, the job they have to perform and the relations they 
have to establish in general. I'hey help in developing 
existing abilities in order to achieve oroficiancy in the 
present jobs and to meet th„ challange of changing and 
expanding job situations. They provides gre^ t^er insight 
in r-jsolving specific problems as and when they arise, 
whether the problems be of planning .administrative methods 
and procedures, marketing, proccssinq, oanking etc. Above 
ill they ar'» intended to stimulate th i urg^ for self 
develooment. 
liVary individual working in thj cooperative system is 
required to have varying degrees of skills in different 
aspects oi management and in different sectors of the 
cooperative system. In the training course conducted by 
the Institute attempts are beinj made to oresent some 
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concepts derived from profassional knowledge and problems 
arising out of the working exP^J^i^nce and rftsnarch; and 
th3 training group as a whole is required to their 
sxperiences. It is tho interch-inge of views, idaas and 
d_'veloping skills for identification o*" problems enabling 
thf* training group to develop insight in th:i skills for 
h-andling thsse problems. 
S.iORT TJ£RM PR0GRA^4M£S : 
Thirty short term programmes were organised during the 
year. These r3latod to cooperative management, I4aterial 
and Techniques for Cooperativs Management (R^TCOiM) programmes 
of rural saving and cr:>dit scheme, marketing supply and 
distrioution, ag'"iculture processing, handloom integr>'t-3d 
programme or financial nnan^gom^nt, cost accounting and 
control ?tc. i"'rogramm9s on domestic sn'-vairy in cooperatives, 
mdndgern-=nt development -irogramm-rr for officers of tribal 
ca^ CLiCaij.jA3£^  orientation nrograirme in cooperativ, idminist-
ration m-'i ievelop;nent (OriCAD^, nr:igrammes in social 
forestry through cooner-^tivss, -ix^utives, deveionmont 
programme m consumar cooparativas were equally imoortant. 
rh-^  Diploma course in cooperative 3uslness mana-jement 
is thj first of i ts kind in the history of the cooperativa 
system in the country. The Diploma cours'5 in cooperative 
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3usiness nanagamsnt is to strength ;n the Nation's coopera-
tiva structure by providing opportuniti 's for exacutives 
in_the cooparative structure (^ r»rov4^3-Lxu-i. oy>oxtu-aj_tljeja for 
3j<e€utiv^ H5. in th ? cooparative structuropto dev-^ lop their Tiana-
g2rial skills through a constant axoosure to modern sclantl-
fic managemont methods conceptj and tools. The course was 
devided in three terms. The first t^rm covered traininj in 
Coopardtiva Principles and Practice of Management, Sconomic 
Systems, l^ ural and Agricultural Economics and Personnel 
.lanagement. The secono term consisted of Cooperative Law 
and Organisation, different fields of Management like 
Production Management Financial Management, i-Iatcrials Mana-
gement, Managerial Jconomics Statics anfl iflconomics of 
Planning. The trainees are also preparing intensive studies 
in resp-ct ofsome soecific asoects of cooperative institutions, 
rh- Institute has adopted all th-=; e-^ factive t'^ chniques 
of training developed on the basis of sound principles of 
learning. Accordingly in the training- courses conducted by 
the institute all the following techniques of training were 
used, "Prosentation of field experi.mce and adjustin j cours 
pl.in and desijn to the problem arising th-^ re from. ' 
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Projbl^ '^  oriented individual oroj'iCt assignment syndi-
cate worTc* seminars, debates etc. 
Project oriented study 
- Case study 
Made sessions and demonstration 
- Role Play 
Debate 
3ook reviews. 
The effectiveness of those techniques is projected in the 
feedback received t rom the participants during evaluation 
session of the training courses. 
;:ANA3o;'.jy? TRAINING .-OK MIDDLB Lar/SL PE.^30'^N3L coopa-iAriva 
i^L\ININ3 COLLKGiJS " : 
r.Tsi v'^.tioaai Council for Cooperativ-^ Tra in ing has e x t e n -
s i v e rirring-'ments for nrianagecnent t r a i n i n g to middln l e v e l 
x ' c i i - i v - s of c o ^ p i r ^ t i v e depar tments and c o o p e r a t i v e i n s t i -
t u t i o n s through the 17 c o o p e r a t i v e t r a i n i n g c o l l -gas loc ' i t ed 
a t tengalor^>, 3huban3S3\i7ar, Chandi ;a rh , Dehradun, 3andhinagar/ 
J a u h a t i , lyderaoad/ Indore , J a i p u r <Calyani, Lucknow, Madras, 
: ' ladurai, .Jagpur, Patn >, Puni and Trivandrum. iarjing 
Coopera t ive Training Coll ^g>i, Clnandigarh and 3auha t i / o t h e r 
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collages cater to tha basic traintnj requirement of the States 
in which they are locatijd. The coll_ig^ s at Chandijarh and 
Gauhati cater to the training nends of th ^  neighbourinj stat'is 
ds well. rho Statas of i-laharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Utt?^ r 
Pradesh hav3 2 collages each for effectively meeting the 
growing demands of trained personnel of these states. 
Coopsrat ive inspectors, cooperative auditors and extension 
officers (Cooperation) of the cooperative -epartment and 
employees holding equivalent posts in the cooperative 
institutions, are categorised as middle level cooperative 
executives. 
The jurisdiction of the sectoral diploma courses,such 
as the diploma courses in Cooperative Sanking, Urban Coope-
rative Banking, Land Development Sankinq, Cooperative 
i-Iarketin-j ilanagement. Cooperative Industrial ".anngement, 
Coooar tiv' Audit, Cooperative Housing, Consumer Management 
landloOiH i^ ianageiient is how^ v^ jr, -^ xtered to the neighbouring 
States. In addition to the foundation and sectoral dioloma 
courses a wide variety of short term job oriented Drogrammos 
and workshops/seminars ere also organised. 
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MANAGjIl-li^ N^T TRAINING FO^ ^ INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIViSS : 
rh^ prograrnmas under the Industrial scheme of the Ministry 
of Industries continued to be in operation at the National 
Institute and 10 cooperative Training Coll«2ges/ namely Bengilore, 
Jhuoneswar, Chandijarh, Gauhati, Indoro, Kalyani, Lucknow, 
Madras/ Puna and Trivandrum. At the VHNICM, Puna, three 
short term programmes viz; Test Programmes based on .MArcOM 
manual on Industrial Cooperatives and Programmes in Coopera-
tion for the Chief Executives of tha State K^ iadi v Village 
Commission and a Seminar on Management of Industrial Coopera-
tives, were organised. The Diploma Course in Industrial 
Coopordtion (18 weeks) and a variety of allied short term 
job oriented programmes continued to be organised at the 10 
Cooperative Training Colleges. 
PROGRAI-IMJ: FOR itTr.jRM.iDiATJ: cAr^ ^goRy P£R30NN.JL : 
Against 18 sessions of the Jiploma Course in Industrial 
Cooperitiv=? Management planned 17 sessions actually matt^rialis^d 
•.,'ith -i total •^ •articination of 431 persons against th^ intake 
cnoacity of 513. :hc overall utilisation in the Ji'oloma 
Course works out of 85 i against ''D'o during the pjrnvlous ye ir. 
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Thirty two sessions of tha short term functional nrogrammes 
v/jre organised against the planaing of 13 progranunes. In which 
535 persons participated. Of th mor~ imioortant short term 
pfogrammcs vf3rn on HATCOK Manual based short term course on 
Industrial Cooperatives financing of small scalo village 
and cottage industries, inspection of sugar and spinning 
mills salesmanship for personnel of coirfed, marketing 
management accounting feasioility study revitalisation o f 
industrial cooperatives. 
In all 49 programmes with 966 persons were organised the 
planning of 49 programmes with the overall capacity of 1015 
persons. The overall utilisation is worked out to 99^ 4 as 
compared to 108/i during 1985-86, The slight short fall was 
due to lack of nominations from the weak industrial societies, 
Tho progressive, total of persons trained in industrial coope-
ration till the end of 1986-87 was 12/860, 
HA.M.3.>li^ Nr rRAININ'J FOii flAlTDLOOil COOPJ:RATIVSS : 
Th':: ninistry of Textile, 3ov >rnment of India, Devalopmcnt 
Commission.-r of iandlooms orovides 100 i grant for the training 
programmes undar handloom channel. In addition to th^ Diploma 
Course in the Management of iandloom Cooperatives, the S 
Cooperative Training Colleges, where this Channel is in 
operation also organised a variety of short term job oriented 
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programmes on functional aspects of th^ i handloom cooperatives, 
rha hdndloom channel is mainly rjisponsible for training of 
int ;rmedirtta level officsrs from the cooperative daoartments. 
State directorat ^  of handloom and handloom weavers cooperati-
ve societies. Thn mors important subjects on which short 
term programmes were organised during 1986-87 related to 
accounts supervision, management, sales promotion, marketing 
management, book keeping, etc. Two Seminars for the weavers 
of handloom cooperative Societies ware also organised at 
Cooperative Training College, Lucknow Against 35 programmes 
planned during 1986-87 twenty six (26) actually materialised 
in which 591 employees participated against the intake capacity 
of 580 with an overall utilisation of 102 :. 
Jhe Diploma Course in 'landloom copperaiJjs^ a^ ljanagemcnt Is 
the mainstay of the handloom channel. During 1986-'-7 sixteen 
(16) sessions of the Certlficnti- Coursa wer j planned nnJ 
organised with a total participation of 328 officials against 
th ; intak ; caoacity of 400. Th-. utilisation of th ' course 
works out to 32 i against 75 i during 1985-86 3tate-wisj, T-xmil 
Iv'adu deputed th-- maximu-'n number of candiditas (55) followed 
by Maharashtra (48) .<est ienjal (40) Orissa (J9) x-^ rnataka 
(38) U.p. (37) iihar (29) Mantpur (4) Nagaland (2) and Assam 
(36). 
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Short tarm programmes and seminars on 'manag'^ m^ nt of 
h'ndloom cooper ttives were also organised in ord',^ r to tneat 
the div.-^ rsified needs of handloom sector.Ton short term 
programmes including two seminars were organised during 
the year under report in which 263 persons participated. 
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R ^ S j C A R C K 
The research work on different aspects of Cooper-itives 
has been carried out in the Aligarh Muslim University, Puna 
University, M.,S. University, 3aroda, Bhagalpur University, 
3angalore University and Lucknow University. A number of 
students in these and other Universities have completed 
Ph.D work and awarded degrees. Over and above there are 
number of research projects sponsored by various organisa-
tions like ICSSR, U3C etc. have been completed by the 
Faculty of members of Commerce, Economics and Public 
Administration Departments of a number of Universities. 
Generally the research publications in th3 'study of Coope-
ration have bean Drought out by the te-ichars of Universities 
and VICTICH. 
In IJCUI, Jtato Coonerative Unions and the Department 
of Cooperation (Govornmont of India) as well as :4'\-iARD also 
ouolishes valuable literature. 
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